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ABSTRACT

This paper presents evidence for a new non-syntactic
use of the IP boundary in American English,
the EMPHATIC JUNCTURE (EJ), annotated on the
Breaks tier as 4e. The EJ has two functions. The
first is to highlight the material following the junc-
ture as prominent. The second is to signal perspec-
tive shift. The EJ’s status as an IP-type boundary is
clear from significant final lengthening of the pre-
ceding word and the presence of a notable pause
(sometimes >600 ms). The boundary tone sequence
used to mark an EJ is a plateau (H-L%, !H-L%). It
is intentionally planned by the speaker rather than
a disfluency, as evidenced by the continuity of the
pitch track across the juncture as well as downstep
across the EJ.

Keywords: prosody, prosody-semantics interface,
intonation, juncture, annotation

1. INTRODUCTION

In American English, the Intonational Phrase (IP) is
the largest prosodic phrase. The right edge of an
IP is marked with a boundary tone (e.g. H%, L%),
final lengthening, and a large juncture after the final
word of the IP that may include a pause [10, 1, 2].
In many cases, IP boundaries align with the edges of
syntactic constituents ([13, 14], among others). In
some cases, however, speakers insert additional IP
boundaries for information structural reasons, such
as adding a pause before and/or after narrow focus
or adding a pause after a contrastive topic item (see
[3] for an overview of both.)

In this paper, I present evidence for a new non-
syntactic use of the IP boundary, the EMPHATIC
JUNCTURE (EJ), annotated on the Breaks tier in
MAE_ToBI [2] as 4e. The EJ is found in various
constructions such as transparent free relatives (e.g.
in what some folks call a % silver tsunami, shown
in Fig. 7), partial quotation (e.g. Larry challenged
an % “alarming rule” % at the board meeting., see
Fig. 2), and in various speech styles, such as sermon
speech or news speech.

The data shown in this paper come from three

sources. The first is a paired production-perception
experiment investigating the prosody of partial quo-
tation and its perspective shifting properties (hence-
forth PQ Exp.) The pair of participants were in-
structed to imagine they were playing a game where
they scored by interpreting the sentences in the same
way. The speaker was instructed to read the words
on the screen after reading the item silently. This
paradigm was successful in eliciting emotionally en-
gaged speech. The second source was National Pub-
lic Radio recordings (henceforth NPR), and the third
source was the recording of a Baptist sermon.

2. THE PHONETIC MARKERS OF THE
EMPHATIC JUNCTURE

The phonetic markers of the EJ are very similar to
the canonical IP boundary but consist of a specific
combination of IP boundary cues. The EJ induces fi-
nal lengthening on the word preceding the juncture,
and the EJ must be realized with a notable pause.
The boundary tone sequence used to mark an EJ is a
plateau (H-L%, !H-L% in MAE_ToBI [2]).

2.1. Final lengthening

The EJ’s status as an IP-type boundary is clear from
significant final lengthening of the word directly pre-
ceding the juncture. Consider, for example, the word
an in Figs. 1 and 2, uttered by the same female
speaker as part of the partial quotation experiment.
Because these tokens were produced as part of an
experiment with a counterbalanced design, there are
no tokens uttered by the same speaker to act as a pre-
cise minimal pair by varying only the presence of an
EJ due to the usage of partial quotation. These two
utterances form a near minimal pair, however, given
that the word of interest occurs in the same syntactic
position and with very similar surrounding phonetic
segments on either side of the potential juncture lo-
cation ([d] _ V).

In Fig. 1, an is produced IP-medially, with a du-
ration of 160 ms. In Fig. 2, an is produced directly
before an EJ, with a duration of 439 ms. In both fig-
ures, the realization of an is highlighted with a box.



Figure 1: Ron observed an eerie enigma last
night. Duration of an = 160 ms (data from PQ
Exp.)

Figure 2: Larry challenged an “alarming rule”
at the board meeting. Duration of an = 439 ms
(data from PQ Exp.)

2.2. Obligatory pause

The EJ’s phonetic status as an IP boundary is also
supported by the presence of a notable pause. Al-
though a pause is optional as part of a canonical
IP boundary, the pause is obligatory in the case of
the EJ. These pauses can be rather lengthy, some-
times >600 ms. The pause in Fig. 2 between an
and alarming, for example, is 606 ms. However,
this pause is not due to a slowdown in phonologi-
cal planning or some other disfluency, as would typ-
ically be marked on the MAE_ToBI Breaks tier with
the 2 or 3p label. In fact, it is intentionally placed by
the speaker to highlight the material following the
EJ. Some phonetic evidence for this intentionality
includes the continuity of the pitch track across the
juncture, as can be clearly seen in Fig. 2. The in-
tentionality from a semantic perspective will be ex-
plored further in 3.1.

2.3. Plateau boundary tone

While a canonical IP boundary can be marked with
a tonal rise, fall, or plateau, the boundary tone se-
quence used to mark an EJ must be a plateau (H-L%
or !H-L%.) The plateau indicates that there is a con-
tinuation of the utterance to come after the juncture.

3. THE FUNCTION OF THE EMPHATIC
JUNCTURE

The EJ has two primary semantic functions. The
first is to highlight the material following the junc-
ture as prominent (3.1), a strategy particularly com-
mon in certain speech styles (3.1.1). The second is
to mark the following content as perspective shifted
(3.2).

3.1. The EJ highlights prominence

One of the primary functions of the EJ is to highlight
the material following the juncture as prominent. An
example of this function is shown in Fig. 3. In this
utterance, the speaker places an EJ after every syl-
lable besides the, even within a single word (cam-
paign), and each of these syllables is pitch-accented.
These extra junctures and pitch accents emphasize
the importance of the marked material. This junc-
ture is similar to the break index 2 described in the
ToBI manual, found in the example “Iraqi” ([1], ch.
2.10), but the degree of emphasis is even higher here.

Figure 3: The best % cam- % paign % ad % ever.
(data from NPR)

3.1.1. Emphatic marking in various speech styles

The highlighting function of the EJ is particularly
common in certain performative speech styles, such
as news speech (see the second juncture in Fig. 4)
or sermon speech (Fig. 5.) The speaker can use
the EJ to signal to listeners that the material follow-
ing the juncture is particularly important or notewor-
thy. In these styles, the EJ can also be used as a
rhetorical tool, inserting pauses in unexpected loca-
tions to keep the audience engaged, similar to how
the speaker can vary pitch range and speech rate for
stylistic reasons. There need not be any marked con-
struction to justify EJ insertion.

Figure 4: In what NASA is calling % a room %
with a view. (data from NPR)

Figure 5: Of a king coming to offer % peace.
(data from sermon)

3.2. The EJ marks perspective shift

Speakers are generally committed to the truth of
their utterances by default. In certain cases, how-



ever, speakers may utter content they might not fully
endorse. This is the semantic phenomenon known
as perspective shift [6, 15]. Perspective shift is a
pragmatically risky strategy since speakers gener-
ally wish to avoid content they do not endorse be-
ing mistakenly attributed to their beliefs [9, 6]. As
such, perspective shift typically occurs in the pres-
ence of various syntactic or semantic constructions
that provide a salient individual to whom the shifted
material can be attributed. I will examine the role
of the EJ in two such constructions, transparent free
relatives and partial quotation, neither of which have
been described prosodically. I will then discuss why
the EJ is a consistent prosodic feature of perspective
shifting constructions.

3.2.1. Transparent free relatives

Transparent free relatives (TFRs; e.g. Allen poured
what (is called/he calls) a % beergarita [17]) pro-
vide a syntactic means to introduce an explicit at-
tribution of an expression (beergarita, known gen-
erally as the pivot [5]) with a verb of saying (calls)
or belief and an optional source for the attribution
(he). Speakers typically mark the left edge of the
pivot with an EJ, shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Figure 6: Allen poured what he calls a % beer-
garita at the party on Friday. (data from PQ Exp.)

Figure 7: In what some folks call a % silver
tsunami. (data from NPR)

When using a TFR to perspective shift, the mate-
rial the speaker wishes to attribute to another source
is contained within the pivot. Note that the EJ oc-
curs directly before the material the speaker wishes
to perspective shift.

3.2.2. Partial quotation

Partial quotation (e.g. Noah gathered
“deadly berries” in the forest.) has been pro-
posed to facilitate perspective shift [11], following
previous analyses for full clausal quotation [8].
Unlike TFRs, however, partial quotation lacks an
explicit mechanism to encode the non-speaker

source for the quoted material. Speakers mark the
onset of partial quotation (what would correspond
to the orthographic quotation marks) using an EJ. In
addition to the partial quotation example shown in
Fig. 2 above, the example in Fig. 8 demonstrates
the use of the EJ to mark partial quotation.

Figure 8: Noah gathered % deadly berries % in
the forest. (data from PQ Exp.)

The right edge of the partial quotation is also be-
ing marked with a notable pause, though the bound-
ary tone is not a plateau but a fall (L-L%). This junc-
ture is serving to audibly delineate the right edge
of the perspective-shifted material. The right edge
juncture is optional, but if it occurs it is always
paired with an earlier EJ.

3.2.3. Why does the EJ mark perspective shift?

As shown in 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, speakers regularly em-
ploy the EJ to mark the start of the perspective
shifted material. The EJ is a signal the speaker
can utilize (along with facial expressions, paralin-
guistic gestures, voice quality, etc.) to indicate that
the marked material should be attributed to a source
other than the speaker. Inserting a large pause is
one of the best tools a speaker has to differentiate
perspective-shifted material in the midst of an ut-
terance that also contains content the speaker does
want to endorse. The plateau preceding the pause
indicates an impending continuation (i.e. that there
is more material following the pause that is related
to the pre-pausal material.) By combining both the
plateau and the pause, the speaker is cuing they are
shifting perspective in the midst of the utterance.

4. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE EJ AND
THE CANONICAL IP BOUNDARY

4.1. Canonical IP boundary corresponds to syntax

In many cases, IP boundaries align with the edges
of syntactic constituents ([13, 14], a.o.). The de-
fault placement of IP boundaries serves to mark the
syntactic grouping of words, with larger prosodic
boundaries more likely to occur at the edges of
larger syntactic constituents. Speakers can use
this convention to disambiguate certain ambiguous
structures, such as the attachment location of an ad-
junct PP. For example, consider the sentence in (1):



(1) The artist sketched the man with the pen.

With no medial IP boundaries, (1) is ambiguous as
to whether the pen should be interpreted as a modi-
fier, describing the particular man the artist sketched
as the one who had the pen, or as an instrument,
specifying what writing instrument the artist used.
These two meanings can be disambiguated through
the insertion of IP boundaries [12, 4, 16, 7]. Insert-
ing an IP boundary after sketched (shown in (2)) dis-
ambiguates to the modifier interpretation, whereas
inserting an IP boundary after man disambiguates to
the instrument interpretation, shown in (3).

(2) The artist sketched % the man with the pen.
(3) The artist sketched the man % with the pen.

Thus, IP boundaries are typically informative to the
underlying syntactic structure and constituency.

4.2. The EJ does not mark syntactic structure

Although canonical IP boundaries typically mark
the edges of large syntactic constituents, this is not
a function of the EJ. In fact, an EJ can intervene
between even the most local constituency relation-
ships. EJs can occur between a determiner and its
noun, such as between an and alarming in Fig. 2 in
2.1 above, or between negation (not) and an adverb
(forever), as in Fig. 9.

Figure 9: That offer is not % forever. (data from
sermon)

Given the typical role IP boundaries play in mark-
ing syntactic structure, the placement of EJs in these
positions is quite surprising. Although the phonetic
realization of the EJ gives it the appearance of an
IP boundary, clearly the EJ is not functioning to
mark the syntactic grouping of words. This becomes
even more apparent when we consider the domain of
downstep in relation to the EJ.

4.3. Downstep across the EJ

In English, downstepping refers to a high target be-
ing realized lower relative to a previous high tar-
get than can be explained by declination (e.g. !H*
in MAE_ToBI), resulting in a lowering of the up-
per bound of the pitch range. Subsequent high tar-
gets will thus be realized no higher than the pitch
of the !H* target unless the pitch range is reset at

an Intermediate Phrase break. Downstepping often
occurs when the information is predictable or back-
grounded [10].

In the MAE_ToBI framework, the Intermediate
Phrase is defined as the domain of downstep, mean-
ing that downstepping can only occur between two
high targets that are within the same intermediate
phrase. The fact that the Intermediate Phrase is de-
fined as the domain of downstep is also why pitch
range reset may optionally occur at an Intermediate
Phrase boundary.

Perhaps surprisingly, however, downstep is some-
times licensed across the EJ, specifically the high-
lighting EJ. In Fig. 9, for example, the high targets,
associated with not and forever, on either side of the
EJ are in a clear downstep relationship. When the
pause is removed in this utterance, it sounds like a
textbook case of downstep from offer (H*) to not
(L+!H*) and again from not to forever (!H*).

An even more striking example is shown in Fig. 3
above. Given that EJs are being placed word inter-
nally in this utterance, this example shows that the
highlighting use of the EJ does not correspond to an
information structure boundary. Since this EJ does
not signal an information structure boundary, down-
stepping is licensed across the juncture.

Downstepping is not licensed, however, across the
perspective shifting EJ. Instead, pitch range is al-
lowed to reset after the juncture. When we consider
that the perspective shifting EJ is placed in order to
mark the start of perspective shifted material, this
divergence makes sense. Perspective shift signals
a major information structure boundary, and prag-
matically, the perspective shifted material should be
neither predictable nor backgrounded.

5. DISCUSSION

The emphatic juncture looks very similar to an
IP boundary phonetically, being realized with final
lengthening and a pause. Unlike an IP boundary,
however, the pause is obligatory, and the EJ does not
correspond to syntactic grouping relations. Rather,
the EJ has two functions: 1) highlighting the mate-
rial following the juncture as prominent or 2) mark-
ing the onset of perspective shift.

Although the two types of EJ are phonetically
identical, they differ in how they interact with the
prosodic structure of the utterance regarding down-
step. Future research could illuminate more distinc-
tions between these two types of EJ and perhaps
even further uses of the EJ, as well as other types
of boundaries with non-syntactic functions.
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